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White
Good evening.  Here's a question for you - what do you think when you hear or read stories about blind people sledging to the South Pole or crossing India by elephant or racing cars at very high speeds?  Do you think good on 'em, that's one in the eye for people who don't think that we're capable of doing anything or is there a bit of you which thinks - I really do wish they wouldn't when I'm having enough trouble getting to the shops or just making a cup of coffee? 

Well today we want to know what motivates visually impaired people to take part in extreme sports and extreme activities, by which we don't mean going out for a jog or doing a few sit ups but who actually push themselves to the farthest limits.  To discuss it I'm joined by two people who certainly fit that description, both by coincidence I think in a Dublin studio, I don't think that means that Irish blind people are more adventurous than any others but they are Mark Pollock, racer across the Antarctic, marathon runner at high and low altitude, kayaker and Caroline Casey, who indeed it was who rode the elephant across India - and we covered it on the programme - and who since then has taken on a whole range of physical challenges including - this intrigues me this one - running a mile in each of Ireland's 32 counties in 32 hours and has set up a charity which supports a whole range of challenging activities.

Caroline Casey, first of all, why the elephant?

Casey
Well when I was about 14 or 15 I just had this idea that I wanted to be Mogli from the Jungle Book.  The Jungle Book was my favourite of all films and when I was 15 and everybody was thinking about what they would love to be I thought well actually I'd like to be Mogli from the Jungle Book and I'd love to race cars and motorbikes, because I love speed as well, and at that time I had no idea that I actually had a vision impairment, so I'd no idea I was legally blind.

White
What was the link up between realising that you were visually impaired and actually doing these things?

Casey
Well the link up was on my 17th birthday trying to get my provisional driving licence.  So you can imagine that was a no go area.  And then discovering that I had a visual impairment which took me about 11 years to finally accept it and it was when I was working with a management consultancy firm that my sight really diminished and I had to make a decision whether I was going to continue working with them or do something different.  And I met a nice specialist and he said to me I think you need to do something different, what did you want to be when you were little and I said Mogli from the Jungle Book.  So that's - I left the management consultancy firm and I decided to trek across India on an elephant by myself and become an elephant handler.

White
Okay, so nothing unusual about that then at all.  Mark Pollock, just give us a round down of some of your activities because you too - you've been taking on challenges just about ever since you lost your sight 11 years ago, so there seems to be a link there in a way between your motivations and Caroline's - it seems to be connected with loss of sight?

Pollock
Probably not true to say that I've been taking on big challenges since I lost my sight because when I initially lost my sight, back in 1998, I couldn't get out of bed and didn't know if I was ever going to be able to cross the landing to find my toothbrush.  So it's been very much one step at a time and over the following 10 years of doing Iron Man triathlons, the Everest marathon, North Pole marathon, I've just been at the South Pole after racing over a 1,000 kilometres.  But 10 years ago in '98 the challenge of blindness controlled everything that I did to the point where I didn't do anything.  Ten years on I've just gone to the South Pole but it's the transition that I'm interested in and how we take that journey, that's the part that I'm interested in.

White
Yeah and I suppose the point that interests me is that there are a lot of stages in between - crossing the landing to get your toothbrush and going to the South Pole - you seem to have gone from one extreme to the other.  What about all the other bits in between?

Pollock
I think I'm probably no different from anyone in terms of when I could see I was big into sport, I was involved in rowing and when I lost my sight I didn't think that sport was an option.  And very slowly I started to get back into the gym, then I started back rowing and won a silver and bronze in the Commonwealth rowing regatta but it's more recent times that I've got into adventure racing.  But I don't think my sight is particularly relevant because I was into sport when I could see and I'm still into sport now that I can't see.

White
Okay, let me bring in Kirsten Herne, who's with us here in London, who amongst many other activities is a life coach, which means presumably Kirsten that you do look at people's lives and how much satisfaction they're deriving from them.  So I mean how do you react to this kind of thing, especially perhaps the connection that both Caroline and Mark have made between this extreme kind of sport as a way of getting over despair?

Herne
Well I think it's a good tactic but it's not obviously for everybody.  My kind of like heart sinks when I hear about this yomping up mountains and things, thinking there's so many people I work with are much more ordinary and I think society seems to have lost the concept of the ordinary blind person - we're either superhero, super crips as I might call them, or we're stuck at home completely unable to do anything.  Now I don't want to be in a place where we deny either of those stages of either being unable to do anything or being able to kind of like yomp up mountains and stuff but actually I'm much more interested in the in between and the impact that either those two images of us as visually impaired people has on our lives and the expectations of sighted people.

White
Caroline, can I just raise a point about that, I mean do you see yourself as a role model?

Casey
I'm very uncomfortable with terms like inspirational or role model or extraordinary.  A lot of the work that we do - and it's really interesting hearing that - for me people need to label people and we do need role models, we need people to be inspired but I'm not inspired necessarily by somebody who's a superhuman athlete, I'm often inspired by the person who's happy being happy, do you know what I mean?  I think people are inspired by different things.  I know that when I'm probably - the connection I get with people mostly is when I'm honest and I say I've actually found it really tough, you know you've got to remember I was 17 when I found out I was visually impaired, it took me 11 years, to Mark's point, you can only be a role model if you're willing to be honest and say I actually had really dark days, I still have dark days, I have still very frustrating days.

White
But in fact I think you did actually - you were inspired by someone who we're going to hear in a moment weren't you?

Casey
I heard about Miles Hilton-Barber from your radio show because at the end of my elephant trip you did an interview with me and Miles Hilton-Barber heard me and it was after that radio interview that myself, Miles Hilton-Barber and Mike McKenzie, who's a paraplegic, were challenged to go round the world in 80 ways.  I have to say it's the attitude of Mark and the attitude of Miles, it's their energy and the fact that they've got over their bad days that gets me going, do you know what I mean?

White
Yeah. Let's hear from Miles - Miles Hilton-Barber is something of a doyen of extreme sports on just about every element - land, sea and air - and indeed as Caroline has said they were involved together in the project Around the World in 80 Ways.  Last Friday Miles was practising for drag racing in a supercharged Honda Civic Type R, alongside his navigator Guy Chamberlain - a pretty typical way for Miles to spend Good Friday, while the rest of us are digging the garden or whatever.  Our reporter Mani Djazmi fastened his seatbelt and Miles began by explaining how they navigated.

Hilton-Barber
I take number five as the centre of the track.  If I start drifting to the left you will hear Guy shouting four, four, four, three, three, three, so I know to start steering slightly back towards the right until I hear five again.  If I drift right it starts six, six, six or seven, seven, seven.  Are you alright Guy?

Chamberlain
Okay, yeah.

Hilton-Barber
Do you reckon we're number five?

Chamberlain
Yeah, five, whenever you're ready.

Hilton-Barber
Okay let's give it a go.

Chamberlain
Six, seven, seven, seven, five, six, six, seven, seven, seven, seven, seven ...

Hilton-Barber
I'm just a little cameo of one very ordinary blind person playing around with what a blind person can do and I'm trying to get not only other blind people but all people in the world to think again because we can all do a lot more than we think we can and as I always tell people the only limits in our lives are those that we accept ourselves.

Chamberlain
... five, five, six, six, six, six, six ...

Hilton-Barber
Speed?

Chamberlain
A hundred and forty five.  Five, five ....

Djazmi
Most blind people don't drive at crazy speeds or fly aeroplanes and that kind of thing, so do you think that there's a danger that what you do steals the limelight away from the ordinary lives of blind people and gives sighted people a false impression of what we're like?

Hilton-Barber
In my case I was trying to reach the South Pole but if a blind person can learn how to walk down to their local village and do some shopping that is probably a greater achievement in their eyes than what I've done.  So I'm trying to say to people you don't have to go and climb physical mountains but don't be afraid of attempting new things in your life.

Chamberlain
.... seven, seven, seven, five, five, five, five, four, four, five, five ...

Hilton-Barber
Fulfilment is the product of achievement not inactivity.  And alright I would say to any blind people listening - for goodness sake when did you last do something new that you've never done before, give it a try, it's not nearly as hard as you think.

Djazmi
But it's all very well for you to say that - you're a very capable blind person who's got a get up and go attitude but for a lot of people they lose their sight and it's a very frightening thing for them just to make a cup of tea or just live everyday with the fact that they've lost their sight and don't you think that these messages of motivation that you're giving may demoralise some blind people?

Hilton-Barber
It may well be the case but if I could just tell people that 12 or 14 years ago I did not have the confidence to walk down to my local shop to buy a loaf of bread, I'd lost all of my confidence, my dignity, my independence.  I got it back slowly one step at a time.  And I used to have panic attacks, get very frightened in big areas by myself - in a shopping area with nobody else - and I still can certainly get lost when I'm out travelling by myself.  I'm a very ordinary person and I still face the same problems of disorientation and feeling vulnerable and alone at times.

Chamberlain
... five, five, whoa, four, five, five, five .....

White
And today Miles had been hoping to beat the world record for the largest number of non-stop loop the loops by a blind person but apparently something as banal as the weather.  

Mark Pollock, can I put to you the point really that comes out of that and also the point that Kirsten was making, that is there a danger that we lose sight of the fact that actually most of the time most of us lead very ordinary lives because the way in which the press focus on this kind of thing it is either as if we are sort of pathetic people and need help or we're going to the Antarctic or doing the Paralympics, you know it doesn't seem as if anyone's interested in what's in between?

Pollock
If we're trying to argue the point that achievement is in some way wrong then I just don't buy the argument that if Richard Branson's out doing really well that he shouldn't have started his first business or Sir Steve Redgrave when he stepped in the boat for the first time and then went on to win five gold medals in five different Olympic Games, if either of those two guys put people off from either taking their first step into a boat or starting their own business I just don't buy it.

White
I guess the argument is not that one wants to stop people achieving but that the way in which it is perhaps sometimes misunderstood, particularly in the field of disability where people don't seem to be able to see anything between the pathetic and the fantastic achiever.

Casey
One of the things about disability is that the uncomfortableness around normal, for starters, I mean what the hell is normal anyway?  The media hold on to extremes in anything, let's be fair, that's what they do, they focus on either side of that model.  And the work that our organisation does is to try and get other people to see disability as just about being different.  We're very normal people in a different way.

Herne
It's more than that I think actually, it's actually about something else which is to do with recognising that the barriers that face us are the ones that are external mostly to us, as opposed to our personal stuff.  And actually the most important thing is that I think all of you in the work that you've done, your whizzing up mountains and whatever it is, have probably had some support to do that.  I believe that disabled people can achieve absolutely anything we want to in our lives given the right support, reasonable adjustments and recognition of where the barriers lie and that description and the attitudes of people have towards us as being used as negative or superheroes are not necessarily right.

White
There's a problem here though isn't there Kirsten with that argument and I think Mark and Caroline have indicated it that we can sound as if we're actually trying to discourage people from doing this kind of thing, you've kind of got to separate what people do from their individual point of view to how it's interpreted by the people around them.

Herne
Yeah I think people - if people want to whizz up mountains or sit at home as couch potatoes they're entirely entitled to do all those things providing it's their choice.  And that's the important thing for me is that when we're in a position where we can choose what we do in our lives and we can get the support to do that then I think that's great, I want us to actually be able to choose and to make up our own minds.

Casey
I think the issue about self determining is exactly it and society is the disabling piece in this and it doesn't allow us.  The issue of disability is relatively invisible to the size of the issue that exists globally it is.  One of the positive pieces - when you see somebody getting out there and challenging a perception of disability, I think that's valuable, I think it can be valuable because it raises the visibility, it's something that we can work off and I think that's a good element of it.

Herne
But I do also think there's sometimes - because the people out there, the great people out there who we merrily stereotype and I'll go to now don't seem to have any understanding of subtlety of difference of the fact that actually we are a bunch of individuals with a range of issues, concerns, that are different depending on who we are and that some of us will find the idea of whizzing up a mountain very inspiring and some of us will find it very intimidating.

White
Mark, would you accept that idea that maybe this could put pressure on people, who as I said at the beginning, are trying to come to terms with blindness and who think I do really wish these blind people would stop swimming the Channel and looping the loop?

Pollock
I don't buy into that argument at all.  In fact in the beginning it was the role models of people who were like the new me - people who couldn't see, people like Miles Hilton-Barber, people who were working in jobs that I aspired to do - barristers, lawyers, accountants - role models who were out there doing the things that I wanted to do that inspired me to move forward and find the things that I wanted to do and the things that mattered to me.  And as a result 10 years on going to the South Pole is relatively easy in comparison to those first two steps outside my front door.  And let's - maybe we're focusing on the wrong area because once we have the skills and the confidence and the ability to ask for help to do the things that we want to do it's actually pretty easy.  What is difficult is back in the beginning before you've jumped that first, metaphorical, hurdle - having the ability to ask for help and facing up to the reality in life that it is tough in the beginning.

White
So I mean might you have come to a point - and I think I've heard you almost hint at this - when maybe all these physical challenges might stop for you, that you might not need them, that you might move on to something else?

Pollock
Yeah well I think the media did and have picked up on my adventure stories in the past and I think for me it did take 11 years to be at a point where in the last couple of days skiing into the South Pole it was the first time since I'd gone blind where I felt normal and I felt comfortable and I felt at home in one of the harshest environments in the world.  So perhaps I've been dealing with my blindness and going to the South Pole has been my own personal journey and now post-South Pole maybe it is time for me to do other things, maybe get other people involved in sport and maybe capture some of the confidence that I've derived from sport.

Casey
For me the elephant trip was sort of like Mark's South Pole and I got what I needed out of it, you know I had to re-make myself again - a person that I liked actually.  And I'm an adventurer anyway - I like that kind of thing - so that's why it would appeal to me.  But the work we do - I'm now a social entrepreneur - and doing that elephant trip afforded us the opportunity to set up an organisation and that main piece of work is about changing the way people think about disability with particular emphasis on engaging business leadership.  And to me I mean would I love to do another adventure - oh my god yes.  But what's more important to me at the moment now is exactly what Kirsten was talking about - I really believe so passionately that we should all have the choice to be what we want to be and I see that society doesn't allow that - not because it's bad but because it hasn't been challenged.

White
Kirsten Herne, just ending for you, what do you think is a kind of relevant challenge for you, given what you've said about what these challenges say about ordinary blind people?

Herne
My big challenge and my adventure that I want is to actually get all the way from London all the way to a place outside Orgiva [phon.] - which is somewhere near Malaga in Spain - on public transport and by myself.

White
Because?

Herne
Because I think it's really difficult actually because the issue is that I can do all the buses and trains to some extent but I've got to negotiate my way round Paris, my French isn't good, and negotiate my way across Madrid, my Spanish is even worse, and then walk up an unpaved road to find the door of a place that I actually want to go to and that's a big issue.

White
So it's not about speed or height or depth, it's about how you interact with people when you don't have all the normal things of language.

Herne
Exactly, I'm going to have to find a way of strategic hijacking.

White
Right, we will monitor your strategic hijacking as time goes on and see how you get on.  Caroline Casey, Mark Pollock, Kirsten Herne, thank you all very much indeed for helping us kick those ideas around and we'd be very interested to hear people's reactions.  

That's it for today.  Whatever challenges you're taking on you might like to tell us about them, even if it is making the coffee.  Don't worry how banal you think it sounds, if it was tough for you to do it we'd like to know about it.  You can call us on 0800 044 044.  From me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.


